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Abstract 
This report investigates the relationship between the commercial performances of musical 

artists and genres, and the general sentiment around them on Twitter. This involved 

collecting data from a Spotify managed website; spotifycharts.com, from the Spotify API, 

and from Twitter using the open-source Twint tool. 

My results show that sentiment cannot be used to predict the future performance of any 

given artist or identify which genres will be popular in the future. It did show that almost all 

break out commercial performances were achieved by those with positive sentiment. It also 

showed that large swings in sentiment after the release of a single or album are rare and 

those that do have them do not perform as well as those releases with more consistent 

sentiment on release. Where the change in sentiment is relatively low, it is not possible to 

predict success.  

My project shows that tracking sentiment may be useful to those in the music industry to 

ensure that negative sentiment is not seen over the long term, but it is not particularly 

useful to measure it directly after a release, or to use it to predict the success of a particular 

genre- as both popular and less popular genres were seen to have similar average 

sentiment. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

1.1 Introduction 

The music industry has grown considerably in recent years [28] and has become a major 

part of many peopleげs lives. One service in particular, Spotify, has been noted as one of the 

most popular ways to consume music in recent times [29] as it allows users to stream a vast 

library of songs. In addition, the business of developing and publishing music has become 

incredibly lucrative, and technology has become a major part in this process. Many artists 

publish and promote their music through social media, and like almost any topic, their music 

is discussed by millions of users. For example, at the time of writing, the popular band 

Coldplay has recently announced their ﾐe┘ siﾐgle さHigheヴ Po┘eヴざ, to their 23 million 

Twitter Followers [1], many of which will have then gone on to tweet about the band and 

the new single. 

As this relationship between music publishing and social media has grown and social media 

has continued to make up a significant part of where many people spend their time online, 

the ability to market oneself on social media correctly has also gained greater importance. 

For example, it has been argued that さsoIial ﾏedia is aﾐ esseﾐtial paヴt of ﾏaヴketiﾐg stヴateg┞ 
in online settings…ざ [2].  Therefore, it can be argued that for musical artists today, their 

social media presence is a vital part of their success. For many social media sites, these 

musical acts can track their social media following through several different statistics like 

followers or comments, both of which have been seen in varying degrees to lead to greater 

commercial sales of music. [3] My project aims to investigate if another measurement can 

be used by artists, and those promoting them, to gauge if their music will be a success: 

sentiment.  

1.2 Sentiment Analysis 

“eﾐtiﾏeﾐt is defiﾐed as さa thought, opiﾐioﾐ oヴ idea Hased oﾐ a feeliﾐg aHout a situatioﾐ, oヴ a 
┘a┞ of thiﾐkiﾐg aHout soﾏethiﾐgざ, [4] and the sentiment of the public or specific groups of 

people has been examined and used in a variety of different situations. For example, 

YouGov, the British market research and data analytics firm, tracks sentiment around a 

range of topics from football,[5] to politics. [6] When this sentiment is extracted from text 

via various forms of Natural Language Processing, computational linguistics, and text 

analysis, we refer to this as Sentiment Analysis. [7] 

Approaches to Sentiment Analysis can be split into two categories: 

1. Lexicon-based Techniques: A corpus or dictionary of words with known sentiment is used. 

New documents are scored depending on how many words they have that are deemed 

positive or negative by the corpus. This score then can be used to tell if the new document 

has a positive or negative sentiment. 

2. Machine Learning Techniques: These are supervised learning techniques where different 

techniques like Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes Classifiers, Bayesian Networks, or others 

attempt to classify pieces of text as either positive or negative.  



From looking at a couple of example articles presented to me by my supervisor Daniela, I 

decided to attempt to use a machine learning technique in my project.  

As mentioned above, Natural Language Processing is also involved when performing 

sentiment analysis, particularly when preparing the data to be used by either of the 

techniques above. In general, an NLP process takes this general form [8]: 

 

1. Collect Raw text that will be processed. 

2. Split the text into sﾏalleヴ uﾐits Ialled さtokeﾐsざ. These aヴe usuall┞ iﾐdi┗idual ┘oヴds, 
characters or sub-words or any other way that Iaﾐ さtellざ the e┗eﾐtual ﾏodel ┘hat to さlook 

atざ.  

3. Clean the text, removing unnecessary parts of the text that do not add meaning. These 

Iaﾐ He さstop┘oヴdsざ like さaﾐdざ, さaざ oヴ さHutざ, oヴ puﾐItuatioﾐ. 

4. Vectorise the text, converting them into numeric form so that a computer can understand 

them. 

5. Use this vectorised text, and their associated labels, to train a machine learning model. 

6. When the model is correctly trained and working well, the model can then be used to 

apply labels to new text. In our case, with sentiment analysis, this would take the form of 

さpositi┗eざ oヴ さﾐegati┗eざ Ilasses.  

The last two steps are why this process is a supervised learning technique. Supervised 

Learning is where a set of labelled datasets is first fed to a model, so it Iaﾐ さleaヴﾐざ 
characteristics of the data in each class. When it has been trained effectively, it should then 

be able to tell which class a new piece of data belongs to, to at least some degree of 

accuracy. [9] 

It is also important to get a correct balance between correctly identifying which class 

diffeヴeﾐt datuﾏ Heloﾐg to iﾐ the laHelled dataset ふofteﾐ Ialled the さtesting setざ- a subset of 

the overall labelled dataset used to test the model works correctly), but also making sure 

that the model does not work so well on the training set that the model is then not effective 

when presented with new data. If this is the case, it is said that the ﾏodel is さo┗eヴfittedざ. Of 
course, the opposite can also occur, called さuﾐdeヴfittiﾐgざ, ┘heヴe the model has not been 

trained enough and is therefore classifying both data in the testing set, and new data to a 

low degree of accuracy.  

During my initial research, the use of the Bayes Theorem seemed like a promising technique 

to perform sentiment analysis on data from Twitter. A good example of this is from Goel, 

Figure 1: General NLP Process 



Gautam and Kumar [10], who created a Naïve bayes Classifier, a machine learning method 

to sentiment analysis, to determine if tweets about the 2016 US Presidential election were 

positive or negative towards the main candidates in the election. Naïve Bayes is Naïve 

because it assumes that all features (In our case, a feature would be a unique word) of a 

class are independent of each other. For each word then in a class:  �岫�健�嫌嫌|�剣堅穴岻 = 峭�岫�剣堅穴|�健�嫌嫌岻 ∗ �岫�健�嫌嫌岻�岫�剣堅穴岻 嶌  
Aﾐd theﾐ foヴ a pieIe of te┝t ふlike a t┘eet…ぶ: �岫�健�嫌嫌|�剣堅穴怠, �剣堅穴態, �剣堅穴戴, �剣堅穴替岻= 峭�岫�剣堅穴怠, �剣堅穴態, �剣堅穴戴, �剣堅穴替|�健�嫌嫌岻 ∗ �岫�健�嫌嫌岻�岫�剣堅穴怠, �剣堅穴態, �剣堅穴戴, �剣堅穴替岻 嶌 

In this study, the classifier achieved an efficiency of 58.4% for determining if tweets have 

positive or negative sentiment, and it will be interesting to see if a similar classifier could be 

built and adapted to improve this.  

Its also been shown by Pichl, Zangerle and Specht [30] that data from Spotify and Twitter 

can be compatible and used together. In their article, they build a new dataset combining 

data from both Twitter and Spotify. They used the Twitter Streaming API to search for 

さﾐo┘pla┞iﾐgざ, さlisteﾐtoざ aﾐd さlisteﾐiﾐgtoざ which presented many tweets containing 

information on different artists and songs, as well as Spotify links, which could be followed 

to extract the artist and song information for further analysis. This emphasised to me the 

possibility of creating a new dataset, that combined data from multiple sources, particularly 

from Spotify and Twitter. They were then able to create a limited recommender system 

from this data. This makes me believe that Spotify and Twitter data should be compared 

together, to identify musical trends, and see if those in the music industry could gain further 

insights from determining sentiment about artists and genres.  

1.2 Possible Applications of the Project 

Additionally, I also wanted to attempt to present the data that I collected in a pleasing way, 

that would emphasise how a tool or system that uses this data could be used by those in 

marketing within the music industry to better understand the effect of their work on the 

general sentiment on their artist. For example, in other industries like finance, sentiment is 

regularly measured and tracked. Some have even created specific indexes that adjust based 

on perceived sentiment.[11] I was therefore interested in creating a tool that could allow 

those in the music industry to view and understand sentiment in a similar way. I wanted to 

create a system that would allow geﾐeヴal Ihaヴts to He さdヴilled do┘ﾐ iﾐtoざ, to allo┘ foヴ 
further analysis, and for those without a deep understanding of concepts like Sentiment 

Analysis and Natural Language Processing to be able to obtain insight from the calculated 

sentiment. This view came from my industrial placement, where I was tasked with creating 

similar visuals, for other domains. 



2. Project Objectives 
During the initial planning stage of my project, I broke down what I wished to achieve with 

this project into several specific aims. These aims are mainly focussed on my individual 

interests around the project and the general questions that I wanted to find answers to 

when I took on the project.  

The initial goals are listed below:  

2.1: Goal 1: Identify if positive sentiment leads to longer term success for a 

given artist. 

This is the most basic question that I wanted to answer at the start of this project. In 

general, I wished to answer if we could predict how well an artist performs commercially, if 

we measure their sentiment on social media. Answering this question leads to additional 

opportunities going forward. If it is found that there is a relationship between these two 

variables, then those that market music could use this to understand and possibly predict 

how successful a musical release would be over a long period, very quickly. This would allow 

them additional methods to become more effective. For example, an artist could have the 

marketing resources allocated to them cut, if it can be accurately predicted that their 

commercial performance would not be worth using them.  

Alternatively, if a relationship cannot be found, or is proven to not exist, an argument could 

be made against the importance of discussion that takes place on social media, and perhaps 

marketing resources could be spent more effectively elsewhere. For example, an artist may 

engage consumers that are not active on social media. Their sentiment then does not relate 

to their performance, and it could be argued that something like Twitter adverts for the 

artist would be less effective, than something like television adverts which might better 

engage the consumer. This would also be more effective than just measuring something like 

follower count- it is possible that someone can have a large social media following, but not 

engage them. 

2.2: Goal 2: Determine if Negative Sentiment is Truly Bad. 

This was another simple question that came to mind at the start of this project. One of my 

h┞potheses ┘heﾐ staヴtiﾐg this pヴojeIt ┘as that さall puHliIit┞ ┘as good puHliIit┞ざ. This goal is 
esseﾐtiall┞ a test of this ┗ie┘ iﾐ toda┞げs ﾏodeヴﾐ-day setting. My initial feeling was that if 

users on Twitter are talking about an artist, they are likely also listening to them. If we can 

say that negative sentiment can be avoided, this can be a major flag for advertisers, and 

then either actions can be taken to avoid this (different or more adverts for example), or the 

artist could be dropped altogether by their management, allowing them to focus on more 

successful artists.  

2.3: Goal 3: Determine the Effect of Neutral Sentiment. 

This was another interesting question I had, based on the hypothesis, that if an artist has 

neutral sentiment, I originally thought that it meant that nobody cared enough to talk about 

the aヴtist. Wheﾐ liﾐked to the idea that さall puHliIit┞ is good puHliIit┞ざ, this liﾐe of thiﾐkiﾐg 
would then suggest that this is the worst possible sentiment that social media could have 



towards an artist. Like the other goals, the main idea was to gain further insight into 

sentiment with the hope that those promoting, and marketing music could benefit from 

having these questions answered.  

2.4: Goal 4: Determine if differences exist in Twitter Sentiment around different 

genres of music. 

For many reasons, like to categorise the huge amount of music that exists and help people 

fiﾐd ﾏusiI that the┞ ┘ill like, the ┘oヴldげs ﾏusic is broken into genres. In general, artists tend 

to create music in specific genres, and therefore are often associated with it. For example, 

ﾏaﾐ┞ aヴtists aヴe laHelled さヴoIk Haﾐdsざ, さpop staヴsざ oヴ さヴappeヴsざ. If sentiment could be used 

to greater understand which genre of artists will perform well commercially in the future, it 

would emphasise the need for the music industry to track it. It could also inform 

organisations like record labels, which geﾐヴes Iould He seeﾐ as ﾏoヴe さヴisk┞ざ oヴ さsafeざ, 
allowing them to make decisions (e.g. Which new artist to sign to the label) more 

effectively. 

2.5 Goal 5: Investigate the differences in sentiment across platforms. 

Following discussions with my supervisor, we also wondered how sentiment differed 

between diffeヴeﾐt teIhﾐolog┞ platfoヴﾏs. T┘itteヴげs allo┘s useヴs to puHlish theiヴ thoughts oﾐ 
aﾐ┞ topiI thヴough a さt┘eetざ that Iaﾐ He a ﾏa┝iﾏuﾏ of ヲΒヰ IhaヴaIteヴs. This te┝t Iaﾐ 
obviously be broken down and sentiment can be extracted from it. Spotify however has no 

functionality that allows users to present their thoughts. A comment section or blog of some 

kind is not implemented, but it can be argued that sentiment is expressed in different ways. 

Iﾐ “potif┞げs Iase, the aHilit┞ to add soﾐgs to a peヴsoﾐal さliHヴaヴ┞ざ thヴough IliIkiﾐg a さheaヴtざ 
icon, is a clear expression of positive sentiment towards and artist. Similarly, users can 

さfollo┘ざ aヴtists to keep iﾐfoヴﾏed aHout theiヴ latest ヴeleases. “iﾐIe the idea is that useヴs 
follow their favourite artists, we also argue that さfollo┘iﾐgざ aﾐ aヴtist is aﾐ e┝pヴessioﾐ of 
positive sentiment. We believe it would be informative to investigate if a relationship exists 

between these different forms of sentiment, so we made this a goal for this project. 

2.6: Goal 6: Determine if the same relationships between sentiment and 

streaming performance hold for extremely popular artists, and those with a 

smaller following. 

Another aspect around twitter sentiment I thought was interesting to investigate was how 

the relationship between success and sentiment differs when an artist is extremely popular, 

compared to when they have a much smaller fan base. My hypothesis was that ultimately, 

theヴe ┘ould still He ﾏusiIal aヴtists that ha┗e faﾐ Hases aHle to さdヴuﾏ upざ suppoヴt aﾐd 
sentiment around the artist, but the limitations of having a small following would still 

appear when the commercial performance is found. Therefore, it could be argued that 

positi┗e seﾐtiﾏeﾐt is さeasieヴざ to pヴoduIe thaﾐ e┝Ielleﾐt stヴeaﾏiﾐg figuヴes. Additioﾐall┞, if 

many artists have strong positive sentiment around them, but not the additional stream 

counts, an argument could be made against using sentiment as a key metric to measure 

these artists against, and it may not need to be determined after all. 



2.7 Goal 7: Determine if tweets that describe sentiment towards an artist but 

not their music, have the same relationship to commercial performance 

compared to tweets that are directly about the music.  

As stated previously, the sheer number of those that use social media mean that, for the 

most part, any topic is under discussion. The same can be said for Twitter. When this is 

viewed around the topic of musical artists, I think itげs fair to say that for many artists, not all 

the tweets will have individual tracks, albums, or musical themes as their subjects. For 

e┝aﾏple, a ケuiIk T┘itteヴ seaヴIh foヴ さAヴiaﾐa Gヴaﾐdeざ, a populaヴ pop staヴ ┘ith over 60 million 

monthly listeners on Spotify at the time of writing, [31] returns tweets about her recent 

COVID-19 vaccination [32], being spotted in Los Angeles [33], as well as about her music 

[34]. It would be interesting to identify if the subject of different tweets makes them more 

さiﾏpoヴtaﾐtざ to ヴeIoヴd theiヴ seﾐtiﾏeﾐt. My initial belief would be that the non-music 

focused t┘eets ┘ould effeIti┗el┞ add さﾐoiseざ to the seﾐtiﾏeﾐt analysis task, influencing the 

final average sentiment while not leading to a fresh set of streams. Therefore, the tweets 

aHout the aヴtistげs ﾏusiI are the more important to collect and analyse their sentiment. 

3. Implementation/ Solution Overview 

 

The above diagram details the key steps that I took to complete this project and obtain the 

results that are presented in section 4 of this report. This section will explain in detail each 

of these steps. 

3.2 Spotify Data Collection 

3.2.1 Collecting Data from spotifyCharts.com 

My first task when starting my project was to collect Spotify data that could then be 

compared against any collected Twitter Data. The official Spotify API does not provide 

streaming statistics for individual tracks, albums, artists, or genres. However, Spotify does 

maintain an additional site: spotifycharts.com [12] that contains the chart rankings for 

several of their charts. Crucially though, each track has an accompanying stream count for 

the relevant day or week that is selected. It also has a button that allows the selected chart 

to be downloaded in a csv format. Since the button is linked to a specific webpage that is 

written in a specific format, depending on the chart, it was straightforward to create a script 

that looped through each date in the time frame I selected for a given chart, collecting all 

the chart information that was provided by the website. The code that handled this is 

shown below. 

Figure 2: Key Steps for Project 



 

Figure 3: "InsertCsv" function created to collect data from spotifycharts.com 

The chart that I selected ┘as the さGloHal ヲヰヰざ Ihaヴt produced by Spotify, which shows the 

top 200 songs worldwide based on their stream count for the given day/week. This seemed 

like the most sensible chart to choose, at least for a first round of data collection.  

This Spotify data was saved in a MongoDB Collection Ialled さtヴaIksColleItioﾐざ aﾐd was 

made of documents that recorded each unique track name, its artist, and for every day that 

the track featured in the Spotify chart, another subdocument stored the date, chart position 

and the number of streams recorded for that given day. Each of these subdocuments were 

stored in a list called さIhaヴtざ. These thヴee ﾏajoヴ eleﾏeﾐts; さaヴtistざ, さtヴaIkざ aﾐd さIhaヴtざ 
make up each unique track that was added to the chart. This was added to my local 

ﾏoﾐgoDB iﾐstaﾐIe usiﾐg the さP┞Moﾐgoざ ﾏodule. [35] 



 

Heres an example document: 

 

Figure 4: Example "track" MongoDB document 

This document is foヴ the AヴItiI Moﾐke┞げs soﾐg さDo I Waﾐﾐa Kﾐo┘?ざ, ┘hiIh eﾐteヴed aﾐd 
then moved up the chart slightly towards the end of the time frame for my data collection.  

This first data collection task allowed me to track the commercial performances of all of the 

artists that ever appeared in the chart during 2019-2021, over time. This performance could 

then be compared to the sentiment of Twitter users over the same period. Overall, this first 

data collection task led to chart information on 746 Artists who created 2891 different 

tracks. 

 

I also completed some basic checks to ensure that the collection was created correctly:  

Quality Check 

Description 

Check 

Result 

Screenshot 

All tracks have an 

associated chart 

sub-document 

Passed 

 
All tracks have an 

associated title 

Passed 

 
All tracks have an 

associated artist 

Passed 

 
 

These checks made me confident that this process had been completed as expected, and 

the data collected was ready for use.  

However, this data does not provide any information on when the artists released any new 

music, important for goal 1, and contained no information on the genre of the tracks or 

artists, which is important information for goal 4. This information would need to be 

collected from the Spotify API. 



3.2.2 Collecting Data from Spotify API 

I needed to collect three major pieces of information from the Spotify API. Firstly, I needed 

to be able to link any given track to a particular genre, so that comparisons between genre 

commercial performance and sentiment can be made. Secondly, I needed to have the 

release date of specific singles and albums available to determine how the initial sentiment 

of an artist when the release piece of music relates to its commercial performance over 

time. Finally, I needed the follower counts for the 746 artists that I had collected data on to 

this point, so that comparisons between sentiment shown on Twitter and Spotify could be 

made.  

“potif┞げs API uses a Ioﾐ┗eﾐtioﾐal Server-to-Server authentication Code Flow (Ialled a さClieﾐt 
Credentials Flow in their documentation [13]) in which a user oHtaiﾐs a さIlieﾐt IDざ aﾐd 
さClieﾐt “eIヴetざ which is attached to their personal Spotify account. This pair of strings is 

then used in a POST request which, if the ID and Secret combination is valid, returns a 

さaIIess tokeﾐざ. If this aIIess tokeﾐ is theﾐ iﾐIluded iﾐ an さAuthoヴizatioﾐざ header to any 

future requests to the API, that request is accepted, until the access token expires. Finally, 

this authentication method does not give me access to any endpoints that may return the 

personal data of either myself, or any other Spotify user. 

To complete this task, I first collected the list of artists that featured in the Global 200 chart 

over the time that I was measuring. Next, I used the “potif┞ APIげs さ“eaヴIh APIざ [14] to collect 

the Spotify specific Id of each given artist. This was required because every other endpoint 

of the Spotify API that I needed to use referred to artists through their respective ID, rather 

than their name. Ho┘e┗eヴ, the さ“eaヴIhざ eﾐdpoiﾐt did not always return the correct artist as 

the first result when the exact aヴtistげs name is given. To ensure that the correct artist was 

found, I took the artist that had the most Spotify Followers, and had a name that exactly 

matched the given search term. Here is an example to clarify this procedure:  

Foヴ a seaヴIh of さAヴItiI Moﾐke┞sざ: 

Order in response 

JSON 

Artist Name Follower Count Chosen? 

1 Arctic Monkeys 

Tribute Band 

110 False 

2 Arctic Monkeys  11,433,279 True 

3 The Monkeys 1,000 False 

4 The Arctics 2,345 False 

(Note: the さfalseざ e┝aﾏples aヴe ﾐot aItual aヴtistsぶ 

I think the assumption over taking the artist that has the most followers are a fair one. Since 

were looking for artists that appear in the Global 200 Spotify chart- and so at some stage 

between 2019 and 2021 had a song in the top 200 in the world, I think it is extremely likely 

that they would have the most follower count of any search using their exact name as a 

search term.  



EaIh of these aヴtist さoHjeItsざ that ┘eヴe ヴetuヴﾐed H┞ a gi┗eﾐ さseaヴIhざ contained the Spotify 

ID as mentioned, as well as a list of genres that the artist belonged to; and the number of 

さfollo┘eヴsざ that the aヴtist has oﾐ “potif┞. Therefore, I created a second MongoDB collection 

Ialled さaヴtistColleItioﾐざ ┘hiIh was made of documents containing four elements: The artist 

さﾐaﾏeざ, the list of genres the artist belongs to, the aヴtistげs “potif┞ ID, aﾐd the ﾐuﾏHeヴ of 
followers that the artist had. Here is the code that collected this initial data for the artist 

Collection:  

 

Of course, this still leaves the information on an aヴtistげs ヴeleases to still IolleIt. Foヴ this, I 
used the “potif┞ APIげs さGet aﾐ Aヴtistげs AlHuﾏsざ endpoint. This endpoint would return a JSON 

that contained a list of album objects. I then went through each album, and if it was 

released in the time I was studying (2019 to 2021), then aﾐotheヴ さヴeleaseざ doIuﾏeﾐt ┘ould 
He added to the さヴeleasesざ list of suH-documents). This list was part of the oヴigiﾐal さaヴtistざ 
document explained above. Also, the name of the release also could not be in a list of added 

release names. This was to prevent re-releases of albums and singles from being both 

added, foヴ e┝aﾏple a さdelu┝eざ and standard release of the same album- I wanted to treat 

these as a siﾐgle ヴelease. ふUsiﾐg ﾏ┞ iﾏpleﾏeﾐtatioﾐ, the さdelu┝eざ ┗eヴsioﾐ ┘as likel┞ the oﾐe 
added).  The さreleaseざ sub-doIuﾏeﾐt ┘as ﾏade up of a さヴeleaseNaﾏeざ, a さヴeleaseDateざ, a 
さt┞peざ (I believed that this would distinguish between albums and singles, but I have only 

seeﾐ さalHuﾏざ t┞pes ┘heﾐ lookiﾐg thヴough the dataHaseぶ, aﾐd the さspotif┞Idざ of the ヴelease. 
If any album had a release date that was not specific to a given day (eg. Was specific only to 

a given month of a year) then it was omitted. A final point is that I looked through releases 

Figure 5: "createArtistCollection" function: created to collect Artist initial artist information from Spotify API 



that were released in the United States- not specifying a region at this step was slightly 

confusing and sometimes came up with duplicates or other weird behaviour. In the end, I 

decided to take this step to simplify the release collection process; preferring that more 

releases be left out, rather than accept duplicate or adding releases with issues to my 

database, and therefore making them part of my analysis. 

Here is the code that collected the releases information: 

 

Figure 6: "addReleases" function: used to add release collect release (albums and singles) information from Spotify API 

Here is an example document from my artist collection: 



 

Figure 7: Example "Artist" MongoDB document 

This shows that Spotify considers the Haﾐd さAヴItiI Moﾐke┞sざ to He paヴt of the geﾐヴes 
さgaヴage ヴoIkざ, さﾏodeヴﾐ ヴoIkざ, さpeヴﾏaﾐeﾐt ┘a┗eざ, さヴoIkざ, aﾐd さ“heffield iﾐdieざ; they have 

11,433,279 followers at the time the data was collected; and released 3 pieces of music 

between 2019 and 2021. Note how the 2nd and 3rd release are singles with a type of 

さalHuﾏざ- this ┘asﾐげt as useful as I thought it ┘ould He iﾐ the eﾐd. 

To recap, after my Spotify Data Collection was complete, I had a MongoDB database with 

two Collections: tracksCollection: a list of tracks that contained their name, artist, and chart 

history; and artistCollection, which contained the aヴtistげs ﾐaﾏe, theiヴ ﾏusiIげs geﾐヴes, and 

the name and release date of the releases they published during 2019-2021.  

One possible question you may have (or at least I thought about after having completed this 

work) is: why not have a single collection? It was initially simpler to keep these two data 

collection tasks slightly atomic (I did not want to make a mistake in the second task that led 

to me having to restart both tasks), but I do think the separate collections make sense. 

Ultimately, its key to remember that a release is not a track, but a collection of tracks. And 

due to the limitations of the API, I had access to streaming numbers for individual tracks, 

but not for whole releases, and I had good metadata on releases, but not tracks. This would 

mean that, in a single collection, the same release and track information would need to be 

present, so a single collection would not lead to a similar database- but instead one with 

larger and more complex documents. 



3.3 Twitter Data Collection 

At the start of my project, I was confident that collecting tweets on a given subject would be 

straightforward. After all, the studies that I researched and presented in section 2 of this 

report often made use of the Twitter API to collect their data. However, when looking into 

the API I deIided that it ┘ould ﾐot He suitaHle. Its さfヴeeざ setup would only allow 900 

requests in a 15-minute period, and a total of 500,000 tweets per month. This was okay, but 

I also researched alternatives and found an open-source alternative: Twint. 

4.3.1 Collect Twitter Data from Twint 

Twint is さaﾐ ad┗aﾐIed Twitteヴ sIヴapiﾐg & O“INT tool ┘ヴitteﾐ iﾐ P┞thoﾐ that doesﾐげt use 
T┘itteヴげs API…ざ [15] Instead, it uses T┘itteヴげs seaヴIh opeヴatioﾐs to scrape Tweets in a quick 

and easy way.  Twint has also been used to collect data from Twitter in other cases. [36, 37] 

For my use, I decided that a simple search of each artistげs name and collecting the tweets 

that this returned would be a good enough starting point for my project. However, Twint is, 

by default, set up to return the latest tweets. While a time frame can be specified for the 

tweets, they also come back chronologically and rapidly. For example, specifying a search 

for 100 tweets over the time frame of 2019-2021 would return lots of tweets from near 

midnight on 1st January 2019. To create a relatively even spread of tweets, I decided to 

make lots of repeated searches for the same artist, while incrementing the dates after every 

search. This led to me requesting 50 tweets for each 14-day period across 2019 through to 

2021. This created a good spread of tweets across the entire time frame and allowed an 

average sentiment at any point to be taken.  

Again, I decided to store the tweets that I was collecting in a fresh MongoDB collection. 

However, Twint has no way to directly connect to a MongoDB instance, so my solution had 

to work around this. Twint did have a setting that would directly output the results of a 

search to a csv file, so I decided to use this. My script that completed the data collection 

would loop though the 746 artists that appear in the Global 200 Spotify chart; complete 

searches for the artist through Twint at regular time intervals; and save the results of each 

search by appending to a single csv per artist. When the searches reached 2021, the 

contents of the csv would then be reread by the script, and added to the Mongo Collection, 

the csv for that artist would then be deleted, and the process would begin again for the next 

artist in the list.  

Here is the code that completes this loop: 



 

Figure 8: First part of "twintTest" function: Used to collect tweets about musical artists 

 

Figure 9: Second part of "twintTest" function. Used to collect tweets about musical artists 

The ﾐe┘ MoﾐgoDB IolleItioﾐ, さt┘eetsColleItioﾐざ Ioﾐtaiﾐs doIuﾏeﾐts that contain a 

さsuHjeItざ ふthe aヴtist that ┘as seaヴIhed to fiﾐd the t┘eetぶ, the さte┝tざ of the t┘eet, aﾐd the 
date that the tweet was published. After collecting all the tweets for the 746 artists in this 

way, I had collected 3,361,961 tweets, that were ready to put through a sentiment classifier. 

Here is an example document from this collection: 



 

Figure 10: Example "Tweet" MongoDB document 

Heヴe ┘e Iaﾐ see a t┘eet that has Heeﾐ IolleIted aHout the Haﾐd さAヴItiI Moﾐke┞sざ, that ┘as 
published on Twitter on 13th January 2019, and it seems the author wants Harry Styles to 

siﾐg soﾏe AヴItiI Moﾐke┞げs soﾐgs. ふThis doIuﾏeﾐt also Ioﾐtaiﾐs the seﾐtiﾏeﾐt, ┘hiIh ┘as 
calculated later, and is explained below.) 

With these three MongoDB collections, tracksCollection, artistCollection and 

tweetsCollection, I now had the data required to attempt to answer some of the questions 

that I had strived to answer at the start of my project. 

3.4 Natural Language Processing Work 

To effectively derive sentiment from the over 3 million tweets that I had collected, some 

Natural Language Processing would need to be completed on the tweets. I also decided to 

keep my Natural Language processing as simple as possible. My main Natural Language 

Processing took place when writing the tweets collected from a search from the temporary 

csv file to the MongoDB database. Fiヴstl┞, I さIleaﾐedざ the t┘eet my matching any non-

alphabetical characters with a regular expression and replacing them with an empty string. 

Next, I used the popular python package nltk [16] to import a standard set of stopwords, 

using this against each tweet in the csv file, and removing any that were found in this tweet. 

Finally, after some initial testing on this simple NLP procedure, I decided to add a final step 

that would attempt to remove any links that had been added to a tweet, since like 

stopwords, they do not add any sentiment. To do this, I removed any words in each tweet 

that Ioﾐtaiﾐed the suHstヴiﾐg さhttpざ. I thiﾐk it is fair to assume that in the vast number of 

cases that these words would be a link of some form. 

During my work on collecting data from Twitter and performing this NLP, I did investigate 

using the Spacy python package [21] which enables the creation of NLP pipelines that can 

tag certain parts of sentences, detect and label specific entities, perform lemmatisation and 

more. Ultimately, this was too costly in time to create, however I do discuss how creating 

and using a pipeline which includes functionality that Spacy provides could be a next step to 

improving my project in section 5 of this report. Ultimately, I think the simple steps that I 

did take to reduce the noise of the data that I was collecting was worthwhile, especially 

since they were relatively simple to add to my data collection script. Of course, it is hard to 

tell the exact affect these steps would have had without going through the sentiment 

analysis creation process with both the untouched noisier data, and the data that I went on 

to use. However, I think it is fair to say that the process I used reduced the total tokens that 

would be present across my dataset, speeding up the sentiment labelling process of an 

eventual model. Additionally, steps like stopword and removal of weblinks prevent the 



possibility that those tokens would be mistakenly seen as implying some form of sentiment, 

when in truth they suggest none, which led to more accurate sentiment labelling. 

3.5 Sentiment Analysis Models 

With a clean set of tweets collected on all the artists present in the Spotify Global 200 chart 

throughout 2019 to 2021, it was now time to create a model that could assign a level of 

sentiment to each tweet. During my research into Sentiment Analysis described in section 2, 

some of the work that I studied [10] trained models that were used for classifying tweets 

used the Sentiment140 dataset [18].  This dataset contains 1.6 million tweets that have 

been labelled as either positive (laHelled ┘ith a さヴざ foヴ seﾐtiﾏeﾐtぶ, oヴ ﾐegati┗e ふlaHelled 
with a さヰざぶ foヴ seﾐtiﾏeﾐt. Contrary to what is noted in the datasetげs description [19], no 

t┘eets ┘eヴe laHelled to ha┗e さﾐeutヴalざ seﾐtiﾏeﾐt.  

With this dataset downloaded, I then split it into two, creating a training set which would 

contain tweets that would be iﾐitiall┞ さgi┗eﾐざ to the model to allow it to understand the 

characteristics of positive and negative tweets; and a testing set, which would then be 

passed to the created classifier. The quality of the classifier could then be assessed, by 

comparing the sentiment label that the classifier assigﾐs to these t┘eets, aﾐd theiヴ さtヴueざ 
label, that was downloaded as part of the dataset. I decided to make the training set be 

composed of 80 percent of the whole dataset, with the testing set made up of the 

remaining 20 percent. The splitting of the dataset into these two new sets was completed 

using the さtヴaiﾐ_test_splitざ fuﾐItioﾐ [20] that is part of the sklearn model selection python 

module. This split was also completed randomly, by setting the functionげs さshuffleざ 
paヴaﾏeteヴ to さTヴueざ.  

Next, I had to decide which type of model to use. Again, similarly to the article mentioned 

previously, [10] I decided to first use a Naïve Bayes classifier as a first attempt, to see if I 

could match what that report had produced.  

I then investigated the best way to implement a Naïve bayes classifier, and the 

implementation available from skilearn looked relatively straightforward to use since it had 

an option to ヴepeatedl┞ feed a Ilassifieヴ oHjeIt Ihuﾐks of data, usiﾐg its さpaヴtial_fitざ 
function. [22] It was also obvious, even with just basic understanding of machine learning 

that it was unlikely that the model was going to be able to receive 1.28 training set tweets in 

one go (a quick test also confirmed this). I had also come across skilearn during my industry 

placement, which helped to quickly identify a starting point for training a model.  

To feed a classifier training data, the tweets had to first be vectorised. To do this I used 

skileaヴﾐげs さCouﾐtVeItoヴisoヴざ object [23]. When a group of documents is passed to this 

object, it returns a matrix that describes how many of each token is in each document. Here 

is an example: 

T┘eet ヱ: さAヴItiI Monkeys are the Hestざ. 

T┘eet ヲ: さAヴItiI Monkeys are taleﾐtedざ. 

When we vectorise, these t┘eets usiﾐg the さCouﾐtVeItoヴisoヴざ ﾏodule, ┘e get a ┗eItoヴ like 
this: 



Words 

(Features) 

Arctic  Monkeys are  the best talented 

Tweet 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

Tweet 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 

 

 This was then converted to a standard p┞thoﾐ aヴヴa┞ ┘ith the staﾐdaヴd さtoAヴヴa┞ざ fuﾐItioﾐ, 
and then passed to the classifier, through the partial_fit method mentioned previously.  The 

vectorisor was also passed a vocabulary of words that contained all the words that were in 

all the entire Sentiment140 set of tweets, minus any stopwords. This would mean these 

stopwords would not be represented in the resulting matrix, so they would have no effect.  

My script then does this for all the tweets in the training set, in batches of 1000 tweets. 

Finally, the fiﾐished ﾏodel is さsa┗edざ H┞ Heiﾐg seヴialised H┞ the さpiIkleざ ﾏodule [24], which 

allowed me to keep the classifier object on disk for later use, in the form of a .pkl file.  

For my first attempt, I used the Gaussian Naïve Bayes Classifier, which works best for 

features that are real values along a continuous distribution [38]. At this point, I was trying 

to get my head around creating Sklearn models, its only in hindsight that I realise that using 

this type of model, on data like mine which is not continuous was ineffective. This was 

shown in my results, which achieved a poor accuracy. Here is the confusion matrix for that 

classifier: 

 

 

Figure 11: Confusion Matrix of first Naïve Bayes classifier 

We can see that this classifier does not perform very well, as it heavily favours classifying 

te┝t as ﾐegati┗e ふさpヴediIted laHelざ of ヰ- the left side of the confusion matrix), which leads 



many tweets that have been labelled as positive in sentiment to be misread by the classifier 

as negative. Therefore, I was not confident in this classifier for use on my collected tweets. 

Next, I decided to try the Bernoulli variant of the Naïve Bayes classifier that is also part of 

the skilearn package [25]. This assumes that the features presented to it are labelled with 

binary labels, which works perfectly with our use case, since our labels are either positive or 

negative (referring to the sentiment implied by the tweet). This second classifier worked for 

better, as seen by this confusion matrix. 

 

Figure 12: Confusion Matrix of second Naïve Bayes classifier 

This classifier is a clear improvement on the first classifier, with an accuracy of 76.8%. 

Importantly, it also seems like the incorrectly classified tweets are well balanced between 

positively and negatively labelled tweets.   

For another attempt, I also made tweaks to my second Bernoulli classifier, by changing 

smoothing parameter, reducing it slightly. However, as shown below, this made very little 

difference in another small test: 



  

Figure 13: Confusion matrix of third Naïve Bayes classifier with reduced smoothing parameter applied. " 

Ultimately, I was happy with the first Bernoulli Classifier that I had trained, particularly 

because the accuracy that it reported back was higher than some of the classifiers created in 

the articles that helped inspire this project. I think continuing to work on more classifiers 

would have been detrimental to the project. There was the possibility that striving for 

greater accuracy and precision regarding the sentiment140 would lead to the classifier 

overfitting for that dataset, and being less effective for my tweet collection, which was likely 

to be a little messier (see section 5.3), but the main reason was the sheer time that it would 

take to train each of these classifiers. At this stage, I also had the labelling of my far larger 

dataset to complete as well, so I decided to continue with this classifier. 

3.6 Sentiment Classification via OpenAi 

Finally, I also wanted to spend some time looking into how the new OpenAi gpe-3 machine 

learning engine [39] could be used to determine sentiment of tweets. This was possible as I 

had been allowed access to the OpenAi API while working on this project. To use this API, 

my account was given aﾐ さoヴgaﾐisatioﾐ ke┞ざ aﾐd aﾐ API key, which I had to provide when 

using the OpenAi Python package [40].  

At the time I was investigating OpenAi, they had aﾐ さad┗aﾐIed t┘eet Ilassifieヴざ pヴeset, that 
would return sentiment labels for different tweets, when some tweets and their sentiment 

labels were previously provided. The OpenAi playground also shows how to use this in a 

python script. I then adapted this, so that I could read in tweets from my MongoDB 

collection, and piece them into the preset that OpenAi provided.  

Therefore, I ran the preset with 10 chunks of 10 tweets, giving me a testing set of 100 

tweets. Ultimately the results were much more disappointing: 



 

Figure 14: Confusion matrix of test using OpenAI's "Advanced Tweet Classifier" 

Interestingly, this seeﾏed to peヴfoヴﾏ iﾐ aﾐ さoppositeざ fashioﾐ to ﾏ┞ fiヴst Ilassifieヴ, as the 

OpenAI prefers to classify tweets as Positive, even when this is incorrect. This shows that a 

さgeﾐeヴalざ solutioﾐ ┘ith little setup aﾐd speIifiI tヴaiﾐiﾐg seeﾏs to ﾐot He ┗eヴ┞ effeIti┗e when 

the subject is around musical artists. However, due to a lack of time, and because of the 

costs of using this classifier for the number of ヴeケuests that I ヴeケuiヴed, I didﾐげt iﾐ┗estigate 
this method further, preferring to work with the ski-learn package instead. With more 

investigation, it could be shown that this method is a viable method to classify tweets. 

3.7 Flask Website 

A final piece of work that, after discussions with my supervisor, we decided would be 

interesting, was to build a website that could be used to present the finding of my work. 

Originally, the plan was to just present the charts and findings that I discuss below in section 

4. However, I decided to expand this vision, to show that the data that I have collected and 

created can be used by social media managers and those in the music industry to gain 

insight into popular artists, and trends that are playing out on Twitter.  

I decided to use create a Flask server, that would contain some of the code that I had wrote 

during my previous work, as well as html templates that would present my results and work 

in a pleasing way. For the full Here is a breakdown of the website: 



 

Figure 15: Screenshot showing chart of Artist Spotify Streams against their average sentiment, as seen on created website. 

The home page (after a brief introduction) shows the Ihaヴt of eaIh aヴtistげs total stream 

count (while in the Global 200 chart) against their average sentiment across the entire time 

investigated (These charts are detailed further below). I also added functionality that allows 

each data point to be clicked to show the full sentiment chart for that artist. For example, 

here is the chart for Billie Eilish (the datapoint with the greatest stream count) which is 

presented when her point in the chart above is clicked:  

 

Figure 16: Screenshot of graph of Billie Eilish's average sentiment against time as seen on the created website. 

I also included the charts that show the change in sentiment after releases, and the charts 

for various genres (again, the process for creating these are detailed in section 4): 



 

Figure 17: Screenshot of Stream Count of releases when in chart against the change in sentiment after the release, as seen 

on the created website. 

 

4. Results and Evaluation 

4.1 Average Sentiment of Artists 

Firstly, I decided to look at the average sentiment of each artist that appeared in the Global 

200 chart between 2019 and 2021, with the hope being to find some patterns that would 

help to gain more understanding around Goal 1 and 2 of my project. Firstly, I used a 

MongoDB aggregation to make an ordered list of the artists based on the average sentiment 

of all the tweets about them that I collected: 

Figure 18: “Ireeﾐshot of ┘eHsite page sho┘iﾐg aritstげs Spotify Followers to their average sentiment chart, and additional statistics. 



Sentiment Ranking Artist Name Avg. Sentiment (3sf) 

1 Rich Music LTD 3.96 

2 Daryl Hall & John Oates 3.93 

3 Banda MS de Sergio 

Lizárraga 

3.92 

4 Nio Garcia 3.90 

5 Ufo361 3.85 

6 Otis Redding 3.80 

7 Nat King Cole Trio 3.80 

8 Vedo 3.80 

9 Bing Crosby 3.78 

10 Peach Tree Rascals 3.78 

11 Darlene Love 3.77 

12 Sam Feldt 3.75 

13 Ella Fitzgerald  3.72 

14 Robin Schulz 3.71 

…. …. ….. 
737 Band Aid 1.18 

738 True Damage 1.05 

739 Pretenders 1.03 

740 Bryson Tiller 1.01 

741 Bad Bunny 0.946 

742 The Cratez 0.819 

743 YoungBoy Never Broke 

Again 

0.734 

744 Wh┞ Doﾐげt We 0.708 

745 Passenger 0.570 

746 The Police 0.495 

(For the full list, see Appendix 1) 

Immediately, a listing like this tells us a few things. Firstly, it is likely that those artists on the 

┗eヴ┞ eﾐd of eitheヴ side of seﾐtiﾏeﾐt like さThe PoliIeざ oヴ さ‘iIh MusiI LTDざ aヴe alﾏost 
certainly outliers. These may have occurred due to not collecting a large enough sample of 

tweets for these artists, but in some cases I would argue that it is because searching some 

artists will return tweets that are not necessarily about the musical artist in question or their 

ﾏusiI, Hut otheヴ topiIs iﾐstead. さThe PoliIeざ is a good e┝aﾏple of this, as I ┘ould suggest 

that searching this term would have produced tweets discussing topics around law 

enforcement, rather than the English Rock Band formed in 1977. [26] Another example, 

さBad Buﾐﾐ┞ざ has a ケuite ﾐegati┗e souﾐdiﾐg ┘oヴd ふさHadざぶ iﾐ theiヴ ﾐaﾏe, ┘hiIh ﾏa┞ ha┗e 
influenced the classifier to classify tweets incorrectly. 

 

 



Next, I decided to compare these average sentiment values with the total stream count of 

the artists while they were in the Global 200 chart: 

This graph shows quite a mixed outlook between average sentiment and musical 

performance. From just looking at the graph, it would be easy to suggest that those artists 

that went on to have breakaway musical success also tended to have positive sentiment on 

twitter during that time (at least greater than neutral sentiment at 2). However, the average 

sentiment of those artists that have over 1 billion streams during the period studied was 

2.715. The overall average however was 2.810. The median of the whole dataset is also 

larger than the more commercial successful subset, with medians of 2.897 and 2.842, 

respectively. This would suggest that sentiment cannot accurately predict the commercial 

performance of an artist on its own. This does make sense, since a small artist could create a 

positive sentiment from twitter. My collected data does suggest that sentiment on Twitter is 

largely positive, which was a surprise given the discourse around Twitter and Social Media 

over the last few years. [27] This graph does show that those artists with lower sentiment 

(although far smaller in number) very rarely achieve major commercial success.  

4.2 Change in Sentiment after Musical Releases 

Sentiment over a long period of time may not have a relationship between the number of 

streams over the same period, but what about when sentiment changes directly after a 

release? To investigate this, I took the average of the sentiment around an artist 30 days 

before the release date of their releases during 2019-2021, and then again for the 30 days 

after the release. I then calculated the percentage change in sentiment using the following 

calculation: 

 潔ℎ�券�結 �券 �結券建�兼結券建 = 岾 戴待 鳥銚�鎚 銚捗痛勅追 鎚勅津痛�陳勅津痛戴待 鳥銚�鎚 長勅捗墜追勅 鎚勅津痛�陳勅津痛 ∗ などど 峇 − などど  
I also had to do some additional work to work out the streaming totals for the releases, 

since the spotifyCharts website only presents streaming count at an individual song level. To 

Figure 19: Graph of all Aritst's respective stream counts against their average sentiment for 2019-2021 



do this, I went back to the Spotify API, and used their さAlHuﾏs APIざ to get a tヴaIk listiﾐg foヴ 
each release that each artist published during 2019- 2021 (these releases being the ones we 

previously collected and stored in the Artist MongoDB Collection). After collecting the track 

listing for a given release, we could then go through each track and search for it in our tracks 

MongoDB Collection. If I found it, I recorded its stream count, if not, its stream count was 

recorded at zero. All the stream counts for all the tracks in a release were added together, 

to gi┗e us the ヴeleaseげs streaming count. Here the code for this process: 

 

Figure 20: さtotalReleasesStreamsざ function: Used to return the stream count of a given release of an artist 

Additionally, unlike the other charts in this report, I saved the x and y values in a csv file, as 

it takes quite a bit longer to generate this chart compared to the others I have produced. 

The use of csv file is also used by the website detailed earlier in the report. 

Using this process gave me these results: 

Figure 21: Graph of various release's stream count against the % change in sentiment after the release is published 



 

These results go against my initial hypothesis (that high performing releases would cause a 

bit of a sentimental wave on social media, either negative, controversial fashion, or in a 

positive way). The results instead show that big swings in sentiment are very rare and 

almost always are some of the poorest performers on the entire chart. In this case, lots of 

releases were very far away from the mean sentiment change (either LQ - 1.5*IQR or HQ + 

1.5*IQR away) and could be considered outliers in this dataset. 77 releases, making up 

6.63% of all releases were past the limits, which are present on the graph above. If we 

ignore these ヴeleases, aﾐd effeIti┗el┞ さzooﾏざ iﾐ oﾐ the ﾏaiﾐ Hulk of data… 

It is much harder to make out a major pattern here. For those release that break above the 

1 billion mark, there is little pattern to their sentiment as 16 had an increase in their 

sentiment after a release, and 23 had a decrease in sentiment after their release.  

This leads me to think that either sentiment change after a release does not indicate the 

possibility of stヴoﾐg IoﾏﾏeヴIial peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIe, oヴ that the t┘eets IolleIted ┘eヴe too さﾐois┞ざ- 

ﾐot aHout the aヴtistげs aItual ヴelease, aﾐd theヴefoヴe artist sentiment changed independently 

of how the release itself was received by fans.  

4.3 Differences in Sentiment from Twitter and Spotify 

As discussed previously, sentiment is not just presented within text that is found on Twitter. 

While “potif┞ has ﾐo foヴuﾏ as suIh to e┝pヴess ┗ie┘s iﾐ the saﾏe ┘a┞, useヴs Iaﾐ still さfollo┘ざ 
their favourite artists, to get updates on them like when they release new music or 

announce new tour dates; or they can sa┗e soﾐgs to theiヴ さliHヴaヴ┞ざ H┞ IliIkiﾐg a sﾏall heaヴt. 
While the latter is in my opinion a greater expression of sentiment (literally clicking a heart), 

the Spotify API provides no endpoint to see how many user libraries a given song is a part of. 

Figure 22: Alternative view of Figure 21, with outliers removed.  



(Mainly because a given users library is considered private and request to access it requires 

them to login with their Spotify account beforehand). However, as noted before, I had 

noted down the follower count of each artist when I created my artist MongoDB database. 

Therefore, I decided to chart out the follower counts against the average sentiment:  

This chart shows that those artists that can maintain a consistently good sentiment over 

time tend to be the most popular artists on Spotify.  

Additionally, I think it could even be argued that this positive sentiment over time is usually 

required from artists to become extremely popular on Spotify, and therefore there is an 

argument for tracking the Twitter sentiment around artists over a medium to long time 

frame.  

However, there is also lots of artists shown in the chart that have strong positive sentiment 

that do not a large following on Spotify, which highlights the difference in how sentiment is 

shown by users on both platforms. Especially in my study, it could be argued that its 

relatively easier to have a handful of Twitter users say something nice about you on that 

platform, than it is to build a following on Spotify that reaches into the millions.  

Therefore, for me, those artists present with the top follower counts are key. For those over 

3 million followers, all but two artists (Justin Bieber, and Bad Bunny) have positive 

sentiment (2 or greater on the axes in this report), indicating it as a characteristic present 

with popular artists. However, we cannot predict a current follower count from Twitter 

sentiment- perhaps if it were possible to obtain the number of followers gained over a 

period of time, we could compare that to the sentiment, and see if there is a pattern. 

 

Figure 23: Graph of all artist's Spotify follower totals against the artist's average sentiment 



4.4 Differences in Sentiment Between Musical Genres 

Finally, I decided to investigate how sentiment changes across different genres of music, as 

part of goal 4 of my project. Spotify categorises music across a huge range of granular 

genres. A pヴojeIt Ialled さE┗eヴ┞ Noise at OﾐIeざ that is さaﾐ oﾐgoiﾐg atteﾏpt at aﾐ 
algorithmically-generated, readability-adjusted scatter-plot of the musical genre-spaIe…ざ 
has recorded 5415 different genres that Spotify has label songs on the platform to be a part 

of. [17] For example, a quick browser search of their list reveals there are 389 different rock 

genres. To simplify things slightly and prevent this report from having an additional 5000 or 

so graphs- 1 for each genre, I deIided to foIus oﾐ soﾏe Ioヴe geﾐヴes like さヴoIkざ aﾐd さpopざ 
and include any artists who had at least one genre that included the core genre word. For 

e┝aﾏple, foヴ ﾏ┞ さヴoIkざ geﾐヴe Ihaヴt Helo┘, artists that had been linked to さiﾐdie ヴoIkざ, さlatiﾐ 
ヴoIkざ, さsoft ヴoIkざ, さﾏodeヴﾐ ヴoIkざ oヴ aﾐ┞ otheヴ geﾐヴe ┘ith the ┘oヴd さヴoIkざ iﾐ it ┘eヴe 
included. The genres I made graphs for were: Rock, Pop, Hip Hop, House, Country and 

Electro. I also attempted to make an さR&Bざ/ ざ‘h┞thﾏ & Bluesざ gヴaph, Hut I fouﾐd ﾐo aヴtists 
with my method. Here is a summary of the charts, with each chart being available in the 

appendix:  

Genre Name Number of 

Artists 

(Percentage of all 

artists in chart) 

Mean Sentiment Interquartile 

Range 

Average 

Spotify 

Follower 

Count 

Rock 79  (10.6%) 2.67 0.817 4,883,513 

Pop 444 (59.5%) 2.83 0.664 5,360,835 

Hip Hop 189 (25.3%) 2.78 0.837 3,969,168 

House 56 (7.51%) 3.034 0.785 4,540,627 

Country 16 (2.14%) 2.64 0.403 2,381,588 

Electro 66 (8.85%) 2.8 0.512 5,491,163 

 

Looking at these results and the associated charts, pop is the most popular major genre on 

Spotify, with 444 artists appearing in the chart (59.9% of all the artists in the chart over 

2019-2021). It also has the second highest sentiment across the genres and has a smaller 

spread of sentiment than other genres, which is interesting given how many artists have 

some form of pop genre associated to them, and how the other genres of comparable 

artists in them (Rock, and Hip Hop) have a much larger sentiment spread than Pop.  

Country artists were the least popular on average according to the Spotify follower count, 

but also in average sentiment. It is also the only genre not to have an artist with 3.5 average 

sentiment or higher (though this may be due to the lack of artists that were found in the 

charts). It is hard to argue that the low sentiment value hints at this- the Rock genre has far 

more popular artists- and more artists total- yet, has just 0.03 higher sentiment on average 

than the Country artists. This indicates that sentiment cannot be used as a metric that 

clearly indicates that one genre is becoming more successful in the music industry that 

another.  



On the other hand, the House genre has a clear lead in sentiment, and a strong average 

follower count. This could suggest that a very strong sentiment (3+) is no bad thing, and that 

therefore sentiment could be useful to track. Of course, more genres would have to be 

shown to have this level of sentiment and popularity to prove this for certain. 

 

4.5 Website Testing 

To confirm that my flask website was working as intended, I recorded the results of some 

testing. Due to lack of time, I did not automate any of these, completing them manually 

instead: 

Test 

No.  

Test Description Expected Result Actual Result Test 

Passed? 

1 Test of さDヴill Do┘ﾐざ 
functionality (Main Page 

Graph) 

Clicking an artist 

on the table on 

the main page 

brings the user 

to a full chart of 

that aヴtistげs 
sentiment. 

Same as expected Passed 

2 Test of the さNe┘ Releases 

EffeItざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ ﾏaiﾐ page 

Clicking this 

button takes the 

user to a page 

showing the 

interactive 

さヴeleasesざ Ihaヴt 

Same as 

expected. 

 

Passed 

3 Test of the さfollo┘eヴ 
ヴelatioﾐshipざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ ﾏaiﾐ 
page. 

Clicking this 

button takes the 

user to a page 

showing the 

interactive 

さfollo┘eヴsざ 
chart 

Same as expected Passed 

4  Test of the Genre dropdown 

on main page. 

Clicking a genre 

in this 

dropdown takes 

the user to a 

chart the 

correct chart for 

this genre. 

Same as expected  Passed 

5 Test of さDヴill Do┘ﾐざ 
functionality (Releases Graph) 

Clicking an artist 

on the table on 

the main page 

brings the user 

to a full chart of 

Same as expected  Passed 



that aヴtistげs 
sentiment. 

6 Test of さDヴill Do┘ﾐざ 

functionality (Followers Graph) 

Clicking an artist 

on the table on 

the main page 

brings the user 

to a full chart of 

that aヴtistげs 
sentiment. 

Same as expected Passed 

7 さHoﾏeざ Buttoﾐ ┘oヴks iﾐ 
navbar (all pages) 

For the 

Follower, Genre, 

Artist and 

release pages, 

the さhoﾏeざ 
navbar takes the 

user to the 

homepage. 

Same as expected Passed 

8 さFollo┘eヴs Chaヴtざ Huttoﾐ 
works on navbar (all pages) 

For the home, 

Genre, Artist 

and release 

pages, the 

さFollo┘eヴs 
Chartざ ﾐa┗Haヴ 
takes the user 

to the 

homepage. 

Same as 

expected.  

 

 

 

 

 

Passed 

9 さNe┘ ‘eleasesざ Huttoﾐ ┘orks 

on navbar (all pages) 

For the 

Follower, Genre, 

Artist and 

home, the さNew 

Releasesざ 
navbar takes the 

user to the 

homepage. 

Same as expected Passed 

     

 

4.6 Evaluation of Results  

Let us now look back to the goals that we stated at the start of the project, and see how well 

we can answer the questions they posed: 

4.6.1 Goal 1 Evaluation (Positive Sentiment to long term success) 

For this, I believe that we can mainly look to the average sentiment chart. It is not certain 

that artist with positive sentiment will have good commercial success. It is also clear that 

there is a さsweet spotざ for sentiment between 3 and 3.5, as shown by the lower and upper 

quartiles.  



4.6.2 Goal 2 Evaluation (Role of Negative Sentiment) 

Extending from the last point, negative sentiment should be avoided by musical artists. With 

just a handful of exceptions, only artists that have positive sentiment around them on 

Twitter over time have major commercial success. Additionally, as the follower chart shows, 

those that are successful on Spotify tend to have good sentiment. If an artist is found to 

have bad sentiment, social media managers should take action to improve it.  

4.6.3 Goal 3 Evaluation (Neutral Sentiment) 

I think this question is mainly answered through the previous two sections, as neutral is 

effectively the middle ground of positive and negative sentiment in this project- there was 

ﾐo さﾐeutヴalざ Ilass that tweets could be classified as. This ends up making it difficult to 

answer this since the data I used to train my model did not iﾐIlude a さﾐeutヴalざ Ilass. Theヴe is 

an argument that using a さﾐeutヴalざ class in a future project could build on the work in this 

project, as it would be interesting to see what proportion of tweets from each of the other 

two classes are more neutral in nature.  

4.6.4 Goal 4 Evaluation (Differences in Genres) 

Bヴeakiﾐg the follo┘eヴ Ihaヴt do┘ﾐ iﾐto Ieヴtaiﾐ geﾐヴes did lead to iﾐteヴestiﾐg fiﾐdiﾐgs. さPopざ 
is far and away the most popular genre if looking at the sheer number of artists in the chart 

associated with this genre. It is also has quite a low spread to other genres.  

My results show that there is similar sentiment show towards artists of different genres. In 

ﾏ┞ ┘oヴk this is sho┘ﾐ ┘heﾐ Ioﾏpaヴiﾐg さ‘oIkざ aﾐd さCouﾐtヴ┞ざ geﾐヴes. This iﾐdiIates agaiﾐ 
that sentiment cannot necessarily be used to predict the future popularity of a genre. Of 

course, a follower count generally accumulates over time- lookiﾐg at さIhaﾐge iﾐ follo┘eヴs oヴ 
stヴeaﾏ Iouﾐtざ ﾏa┞ ha┗e gi┗eﾐ ﾏoヴe iﾐsight, Hut I ヴaﾐ out of tiﾏe to investigate if it was 

possible to produce these results. 

The genre with the highest seﾐtiﾏeﾐt ┘as Ileaヴl┞ the さHouseざ geﾐヴe. “iﾐIe it has a 0.204 

difference to the nearest genre that I looked at, looking at more genres that have a similar 

average sentiment would have been useful to see if there are any characteristics common 

to genres with sentiment greater than 3.  

4.6.5 Goal 5 Evaluation (Sentient across platforms) 

The chart I produced that compares Spotify Followers and average Twitter sentiment shows 

that the most loved artists on Spotify tend to have positive sentiment- though the spread is 

large: some artists with over 2 million followers have average sentiment around 2 (basically 

equal positive and negative), while others have sentiment over 3.5 (very positive). Few 

artists have managed to build high Spotify follower counts into the millions and have poor 

sentiment in the timeframe I investigated. Iﾐ a siﾏilaヴ ┘a┞ to ┘hat ┘eげ┗e ideﾐtified 
previously with stream totals, we cannot predict which artists will have the largest follower 

counts in the future, but we can say that if the artist has poor sentiment, over a long period, 

it is unlikely to be them 



4.6.6 Goal 6 Evaluation (relationships between very popular and less popular artists and their 

sentiment) 

This was difficult to answer during my project, as some data (particularly stream counts) 

were only publicly available through the spotifyCharts website, and so by definition the 

artists that Iげ┗e investigated must be popular to a degree or else they would not have got on 

the chart. Therefore, if more data were to be publicly accessible, this goal could be worked 

on further.  

However, in the work I did complete, the follower to sentiment chart does show that for the 

small proportion of artists that have a low sentiment, their follower count tends to be far 

lower. There are also artists with all kinds of follower counts at the more positive end of the 

sentiment spectrum.  

 

4.6.7 Goal 7 Evaluation (Arouﾐd a T┘eet’s “uHjeIt) 
Since this was my first attempt at sentiment analysis, and due to a lack of time, I did not 

investigate looking into how to break down my tweet database into those tweets that 

contain specific references to an artistげs music. Therefore, this is a goal that I did not achieve 

in this project. I do discuss how this work could be completed in section 5.3 of this report. 

 

5. Future Work 
This section details some of the work I would complete if I were to continue with this 

project without the deadline. The aim of this work is to make the project more complete 

and to gain more insight from the project. 

5.1 Automatic Data Collection. 

The data used throughout this report was collected towards the start of my project, in a 

couple of major steps, and over a specific piece of time. To make this project more useful to 

those with an interest in the sentiment around music, it would be useful to collect this data 

in a real time fashion. This would mean that the data collected would continue well into 

2021 to at least around the present day rather than the set 2019-2021 period investigated 

in this report. 

For the most part, a lot of my work can be adapted so that the specific scripts used in the 

initial data collection are set to run regularly and close the delta between the time passed 

Het┘eeﾐ the last さヴuﾐざ of the sIヴipts, aﾐd the pヴeseﾐt tiﾏe. Foヴ e┝aﾏple, the python scripts 

that collect the Spotify data could be setup to run daily at midnight. They would first collect 

the most up to date chart published to spotifycharts.com (assuming they publish this new 

chart this quickly- the actual job time may need to be changed slightly otherwise). Once this 

data is collected, additional automation could be set up to collect the Spotify API data 

(genres, release data, follo┘eヴ Iouﾐtsぶ foヴ aﾐ┞ さﾐe┘ざ aヴtists to the Moﾐgo DataHase.  

The hardest part of this automated data collection would be collecting the Twitter data. 

Firstly, all the artists need tweets collected about them each new day. At 50 tweets every 14 



days, this process would not be too strenuous to complete- though of course the number of 

artists that this process will need to be completed for will grow naturally over time. The 

tweets also must be classified for their sentiment, which could grow to be a costly process.  

5.2 Additional Data Collection 

In addition to collecting the most up to date data regularly, the data I have collected could 

be enhanced in several ways to allow for more insight to be gained about music artists and 

genreげs sentiment. Naturally, with the data collection being the first task I completed for this 

project; these steps are far more obvious to me than they were at the beginning.  

Firstly, duヴiﾐg ﾏ┞ pヴojeIt, I use the さGloHal ヲヰヰざ Ihaヴt produced by Spotify, which shows the 

top 200 artists and their stream counts from across the globe. Spotifycharts.com also allows 

for the top artists and their stream counts to be filtered by country. It would be interesting 

to break the aヴtistげs IoﾏﾏeヴIial peヴfoヴﾏaﾐIes do┘ﾐ H┞ Iountry to see how they differ. 

Sentiment, meanwhile, would be more difficult to filter down to be country specific, as 

Twint does not offer its search to be focused on tweets from a specified country. It would 

still be interesting to see which countr┞げs stヴeaming habits align most with the global 

sentiment though. Perhaps the use of the Twitter API may be able to allow collection of 

tweets by country, but this needs further investigation. 

5.3 Use of NLP Pipeline 

Finally, I decided to conduct basic Natural Language Processing when collecting my tweets 

through Twint by adding steps like removing stopwords, and webpage links. I noted 

previously that I decided against usiﾐg the さ“paI┞ざ NLP P┞thoﾐ paIkage to Ioﾏplete ﾏ┞ 
NLP, as it seemed too costly in time to learn how to use and implement in my project.  

However, it could be used in several ways to get more insight from the tweets I collected. 

One way is that a Spacy model could be used to detect custom entities in the Tweets. In our 

case, these Entities could be artist names and release names. This would allow us to identify 

t┘eets that speIifiIall┞ ヴefeヴ to a gi┗eﾐ aヴtistげs ﾏusiI, aﾐd those that are about a different 

topic. These two subsets of tweets could then be compared, to see how both of their 

average sentiments relate to the artists music. 

6. Conclusion 
This report details the collection of data from Spotify and Twitter and then the use of that 

data to investigate the relationship between the sentiment around musical artists and 

genres and how they perform commercially. Overall, the results produced for this project 

show that it would be unwise to use sentiment to make predictions about the long-term 

success of an artist. Ultimately the range of fortunes for those with generally positive 

sentiment make this impossible. However, my findings also show that having negative 

sentiment is not something that any artist should want. Breakout commercial performances 

tend to occur to artists with good sentiment and many of the artists with the best Spotify 

follower counts have good average sentiment over the timeframe investigated.  

Additionally, my analysis found that big swings in sentiment directly after the release of an 

album or single by an artist were generally very rare, and almost always followed by weaker 



commercial performances compared to those that had more consistent sentiment during 

the time before and after a release. I also found that for those with the smaller swings in 

sentiment, strong performances were seen for those that had a sentiment drop after a 

release, as well as those that had their sentiment rise. Again, this makes it hard to identify a 

common pattern between changes in sentiment directly after a release, and the eventual 

performance of that release. Therefore, it can be argued that it is useful to measure and 

track sentiment directly after a release- except to ensure that a large, unwanted swing in 

sentiment has not occurred. 

In terms of musical genres, similar sentiment can be seen for genres that are more popular 

(as measured by average Spotify followers for the artists included in the genre, and in the 

number of artists linked to the genre). Despite being the most popular genre, pop had a 

much smaller spread in sentiment compared to the other genres investigated. Country 

music was the least popular and had the lowest sentiment. House music had by far the 

highest sentiment- leading me to wanting to find more similarly talked about genres to 

compare it to. In the same way as most of the artists were, all the genres investigated in 

depth had positive sentiment on average. 

I do believe that it is beneficial for those in the music industry to track sentiment around 

artists to ensure they are not regularly seen in a very negative light as it is far less likely that 

these artists will achieve significant commercial success. I also believe that sentiment 

around the release of an album or single could be useful to track, but only to ensure that 

large swings do not occur- in general there is no benefit to tracking this if the change is 

relatively small. Finally, I would argue that for those wishing to predict which next musical 

genre will grow in popularity, sentiment is not a useful metric, as I have shown that both 

popular and unpopular genres can have similar sentiment. 

7. Reflection on Learning 

7.1 What I have Learned.  

I have really enjoyed this project and working with my supervisor, Daniela Tsaneva, during 

this semester. Having never delved into Sentiment Analysis previously, it was fascinating to 

learn about the different methods available to conduct this task, investigate other domains 

in which it has previously been used, and use it myself in a subject are that I love: music.  

I also learned a lot more about Natural Language Processing during working on this project 

and the complexities of doing it with a large dataset. For the benefit of completing the 

project on time and having results to show, I kept it to as simple as I could, though I look 

forward to continuing to investigating the subject and applying what I have learned in other 

domains after my time at Cardiff University is complete (and hopefully avoiding the 

mistakes I made in the process!) 

Another major learning point was the difficulties of working with large amounts of data. I 

collected over 3 million tweets that required their sentiment to be classified during this 

project, and a further 1.6 million were used in creating my classifier to perform this task. I 

did not foresee the sheer amount of time that would be required to both collect the Spotify 

and Twitter data and use the smaller labelled dataset to build these classifiers. This led to a 



lot of time being spent waiting for my laptop to complete these tasks locally (and a lot of 

times having to leave it to number crunch overnight). Inevitably, this led to me having to 

scale back certain parts of my project or move on to the next stage of it all together due to 

this additional time used. I am looking forward to spending some time learning how these 

types of tasks could be completed in the cloud as I think that will help me avoid this kind of 

issues in the future (as well as giving my laptop a well-deserved rest). 
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Appendix 1: Full list of artists and their recorded average sentiment 
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Appendix 2: Graph showing “potif┞ follo┘er Iouﾐts agaiﾐst a┗erage seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さRoIkざ 
artists: 

 

 

 



Appendix 3: Graph showing Spotify follower counts against average seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さPopざ 
artists: 

 

Appeﾐdi┝ ヴ: Graph sho┘iﾐg “potif┞ follo┘er Iouﾐts agaiﾐst a┗erage seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さHip Hopざ 
artists: 

 



Appeﾐdi┝ ヵ: Graph sho┘iﾐg “potif┞ follo┘er Iouﾐts agaiﾐst a┗erage seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さHouseざ 
artists: 

 

Appendix 6: Graph showing “potif┞ follo┘er Iouﾐts agaiﾐst a┗erage seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さCountryざ 
artists: 

 



Appeﾐdi┝ 7: Graph sho┘iﾐg “potif┞ follo┘er Iouﾐts agaiﾐst a┗erage seﾐtiﾏeﾐt for さElectroざ 
artists: 

Appendix 8: scaper.py – contains code used to complete Spotify and Twitter data collection 

tasks and analysing the MongoDB database I created. Attached in archive.zip. 

 

Appendix 9: openAiWork.py – contains the code that was used to assess the OpenAi 

classifier. Attached in archive.zip.  

 

Appendix 10: classifier_work.py – contains the code used to train and test my skilearn 

classifiers, and then use them on my collected Twitter data. Attached in archive.zip. 

 

Appendix 11: sentimentWork.py – contains the code that analyses the results of my 

sentiment analysis. Attached in archive.zip. 

 


